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Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► This study is the first to explore the association of 
serum uric acid (SUA) dynamics with the incidence 
of metabolic syndrome (MetS) based on longitudinal 
data from a Chinese population.

 ► This study monitored the SUA levels longitudinally 
before the occurrence of MetS and performed joint 
modelling of longitudinal and survival data to com-
pletely and accurately quantify the predictive effects 
of changes in SUA over time on the risk of develop-
ing MetS.

 ► The primary limitations of this study were the short 
follow- up period and the lack of sufficient informa-
tion on medication use, dietary habits and other life-
style factors.

AbStrACt
Objective Many studies have demonstrated that elevated 
serum uric acid (SUA) level is linked with metabolic 
syndrome (MetS). However, whether there is a sex 
difference in the association between SUA and MetS has 
not been determined. This study aimed to accurately 
explore the impact of SUA longitudinal changes on MetS 
by sex.
Design A prospective cohort study.
Setting The Health Check- up Centre of the Second 
Hospital affiliated with Dalian Medical University from 
2010 to 2016.
Participants A health check- up cohort of 577 men and 
1698 women aged 20–60 years who did not exhibit MetS 
or hyperuricaemia at baseline and underwent at least two 
physical examinations from 2010 to 2016.
Primary and secondary outcome measures Weight, 
height, blood pressure and blood biochemistry parameters, 
including SUA, were measured. MetS was defined 
according to the Joint Interim Statement criteria.
Methods Based on longitudinal data, a linear 
mixed- effects model was constructed to explore the 
characteristics of SUA dynamic changes in males and 
females, and joint modelling of longitudinal and survival 
data was done to analyse the association between SUA 
dynamic changes and MetS occurrence.
results The natural logarithm of SUA (LNSUA) in females 
exhibited a gradually increasing trend, and its annual 
growth rate in females who developed MetS was greater 
than that of the non- MetS females. The longitudinal growth 
of SUA in females was a risk factor for the onset of MetS, 
and the estimated HR was 13.2580 (95% CI 1.9106 to 
91.9957) for each 1- unit rise in LNSUA longitudinally. An 
association between the longitudinal growth of LNSUA and 
MetS was not found in males.
Conclusions The longitudinal increase in SUA in females 
could increase the risk of MetS, even if the SUA changes 
within the normal range. The longitudinal increase in SUA 
in males was not a predictor for MetS.

IntrODuCtIOn
Metabolic syndrome (MetS) is generally 
defined as a cluster of cardiovascular risk 

factors, including abdominal obesity, hyper-
glycaemia, high blood pressure (BP), high 
triglycerides (TG) and low high- density lipo-
protein cholesterol (HDL- C).1 It has been 
powerfully demonstrated that MetS can 
increase the risks of cardiovascular disease 
(CVD), type 2 diabetes mellitus and certain 
cancers.2–4 Moreover, the prevalence of MetS 
worldwide is approximately 10%–40% and is 
continuously increasing.5 Therefore, MetS 
has become a major public health challenge. 
Preventing the occurrence and development 
of MetS early is a favourable way to address 
this challenge. Meanwhile, the prevention 
strategy of MetS is inseparable from the 
search for biomarkers and risk factors of 
MetS in the early stage.

Uric acid (UA) is the end oxidation product 
of purine metabolism in humans. In the 
recent years, serum UA (SUA), as a predic-
tive biomarker and risk factor of MetS, has 
received much attention from researchers, 
like other classical risk factors (eg, glycaemia, 
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Table 1 Explanation of variables used in analyses

Variables Explanation

Time The interval between each health examination 
date and the first health examination date in 
years

Age The baseline age after centralisation in years

State one if MetS, 0 if no MetS

LNSUA The SUA level after natural- logarithmic 
conversion

LNSUA-0 The baseline SUA level after natural- 
logarithmic conversion

LNSUA, natural logarithm of SUA; MetS, metabolic syndrome; 
SUA, serum uric acid.

TG and HDL- C).6–11 Many studies have demonstrated that 
elevated SUA level is linked with hypertension, diabetes, 
obesity, insulin resistance and MetS.6–14 However, the 
results of these studies are somewhat controversial. In 
particular, whether there is a sex difference in the asso-
ciation between SUA and MetS or its components has 
not been determined. Some studies found a stronger 
association between SUA level and MetS in women than 
in men.15–18 Some studies found that SUA level could 
predict the risk of MetS only in women.19 However, some 
studies found that there was no sex difference in the risk 
of MetS caused by high SUA level.20

These inconsistent results may be due to study popu-
lations of different ages and races. In addition, most 
previous studies were cross- sectional surveys, with only a 
few prospective cohort studies. It is common to mainly 
use traditional statistical methods (logistic models or Cox 
models) to analyse the effects of baseline SUA level on 
MetS. Individual SUA level may change over time because 
of changes in diet, disease and medication. Obviously, 
traditional statistical analysis cannot examine whether the 
SUA level has changed during the follow- up or whether its 
change may have influenced the study results. To clearly 
understand the effect of dynamic changes in SUA on 
the incidence risk of MetS, we applied a more powerful 
method, joint modelling of longitudinal and survival data 
(JMLS), which consists of two submodels, a measure-
ment model for longitudinal data and an intensity model 
describing the time to event.21 To our knowledge, no one 
has evaluated the effect of the longitudinal increments in 
SUA activities over time on the incidence risk of MetS by 
JMLS until now.

MAterIAl AnD MethODS
Design and subjects
The study population was selected from subjects who 
underwent two health checkups at the Second Hospital 
Affiliated with Dalian Medical University of China from 
March 2010 to April 2016. Data from each subject’s initial 
health examination were defined as the baseline data. 
Initially, a total of 2747 subjects were included based 
on the following criteria: (1) Subjects were between 20 
and 60 years old at baseline, (2) Subjects did not have 
a history of hypertension, diabetes, CVD, viral hepatitis, 
liver cirrhosis, autoimmune liver disease, renal disease or 
rheumatic disease at baseline, (3) Subjects did not have 
missing data related to MetS components such as height, 
weight, systolic BP (SBP), diastolic BP (DBP), fasting 
plasma glucose (FPG), TG or HDL- C at baseline, (4) 
Subjects had not been diagnosed with MetS at baseline, 
(5) Subjects did not have missing measurements of SUA 
at baseline and had normal SUA levels (UA ≤420 μmol/L 
in males, UA ≤360 μmol/L in females22) and (6) Subjects 
underwent at least two physical examinations from March 
2010 to April 2016. Next, 503 subjects who had missing 
data related to MetS components or SUA measurements 
or who were diagnosed with CVD, viral hepatitis, liver 

cirrhosis, autoimmune liver disease, renal disease or 
rheumatic disease during the follow- up were excluded 
from the study. Finally, 2244 subjects were included in 
our study. Once MetS occurred for a subject, his or her 
follow- up was terminated.

Anthropometric and laboratory measurements
The subjects underwent routine physical examinations, 
including measurements of weight, height, BP and blood 
biochemistry parameters, including TG, HDL- C, FPG and 
SUA. All these measuring methods have been formally 
described elsewhere.23

Definition of MetS
The Joint Interim Statement criteria in 2009 were used 
to diagnose MetS.24 As waist circumference (WC) was 
not obtained in the health check- up, body mass index 
(BMI) was used as a substitute for WC to evaluate obesity 
because it is strongly correlated with WC in patients with 
MetS.25 Subjects were diagnosed with MetS if they had 
three or more of the following risk factors: (1) obesity: 
BMI ≥25 kg/m2;26 (2) elevated BP (antihypertensive 
drug treatment in a patient with a history of hyperten-
sion was an alternate indicator): SBP ≥130 mm Hg and/
or DBP ≥85 mm Hg; (3) elevated TG (drug treatment 
for increased TG was an alternate indicator): ≥150 mg/
dL (1.7 mmol/L); (4) reduced HDL- C (drug treatment 
for reduced HDL- C was an alternate indicator): <40 mg/
dL (1.0 mmol/L) in males, <50 mg/dL (1.3 mmol/L) in 
females and (5) elevated FPG (drug treatment of elevated 
glucose was an alternate indicator): ≥100 mg/dL.

explanation for variables
A list of variables used in the model with an explanation 
for each is shown in table 1. The dependent variable SUA 
was converted to natural logarithm of SUA (LNSUA) to 
satisfy the requirement of a normal distribution of JMLS. 
In order to explain the implication of the intercept in 
the model, the subject’s baseline age was centralised by 
subtracting the median of the baseline ages.
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Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as the median and IQR for non- 
normally distributed variables and were compared by the 
Wilcoxon rank sum test. Categorical data were described 
as proportions.

Given the large difference between the numbers of 
males and females in our study and the difference in SUA 
levels between males and females, a linear mixed- effects 
model was constructed to explore the characteristics of 
SUA dynamic changes in males and females.

The basic linear mixed- effects model was

 yij = b00 + µ0i +
(
b10 + µ1i

)
time + b2age + b3state + εij   

In this model,  yij denotes the observed LNSUA value for 
the  ith  (i=1, 2…n) subject at the jth  (j=0, 1…,t) follow- up 
time point;  b00, b10, b2, b3  are the fixed effects and denote 
the average of the intercept, the regression coefficient 
of measured time points (time), the centralised baseline 
age (age), and the state of MetS (including MetS or non- 
MetS), respectively;  µ0i,µ1i  are the random effects of inter-
cept and the slope of time, and we used their standard 
deviations (σ) to describe them; and  εij is the total error of 
the model, which was measured using the following equa-
tion:  εij ∼ N

(
0,σ2

)
 . We also determined the effects of the 

interactions between these independent variables, such 
as time:age, time:state and age:state.

JMLS was constructed to assess the impact of time- 
varying LNSUA on the hazard for MetS in males and 
females. The basic JMLS is specified as:
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The first part is the linear mixed- effects model for 
LNSUA as noted above. In the second part, the survival 
submodel,  hi

(
t
)
  denotes the hazard function for the  ith  

subject with covariates,  Mi

(
t
)
  and  xi , at time t. The baseline 

hazard is given by  h0

(
t
)
 ;  Mi

(
t
)
  is the whole longitudinal 

history of the marker levels up to time t;  mi

(
t
)
  denotes the 

true value of  yij ;  xi  represents a certain time- independent 
covariate of  hi

(
t
)
 ;  βi denotes the regression coefficient of 

 xi ; and α  stands for the association parameter assessing 
the relationship between the longitudinal measurement 
and the survival submodel.

The basic descriptive analysis was performed by SPSS 
V.24.0 software (IBM), and p<0.05 was considered statis-
tically significant. The linear mixed- effects model and 
JMLS were conducted using the R V.3.2.3 package JM27 
to account for baseline and longitudinal correlations 
between LNSUA and MetS.

Patient and public involvement statement
The patients, the public and any third parties were not 
involved in our research.

reSultS
basic characteristics
A total of 2244 subjects aged 20–60 years at baseline, with 
a median age of 36 years, consisted of 546 men (24.33%) 

with a median age of 39 and 1698 women (75.67%) with 
a median age of 34. The average follow- up time was 3.9 
(2.1–4.9) years, 3.0 (2.0–4.0) years for males and 3.9 
(2.3–5.0) years for females. During the follow- up period, 
273 subjects developed MetS, including 112 men and 
161 women. The total cumulative incidence of MetS was 
12.17%, and it was 20.51% in males and 9.48% in females. 
The total incidence density was 3.44 per 100 person- years, 
and it was 6.32 per 100 person- years in males and 2.62 per 
100 person- years in females.

The average level of SUA in the MetS group in each 
follow- up year was generally higher than that in the non- 
MetS group regardless of sex (table 2). As we can see intu-
itively from figure 1, the average SUA level of males or 
females with MetS basically increased with time, but that 
in the female non- MetS group remained more or less flat 
during the follow- up period.

longitudinal changes in lnSuA
The results of the linear mixed- effects model in males 
are shown in table 3. The LNSUA level in males was 
significantly affected by time (p<0.0001) but was not 
significantly affected by age or state. The average level 
of LNSUA at baseline was 5.7943 μmol/L for a 39 (the 
median of the baseline age)- year- old man who did not 
develop MetS during the follow- up. The average level of 
LNSUA at baseline in males who developed MetS was the 
same as that of the non- MetS males. The LNSUA level 
in males significantly increased with the passing of each 
follow- up year, and the annual growth rate of LNSUA was 
0.0123 μmol/L on average. In addition, none of the inter-
actions was statistically significant in the male model, so 
males who developed MetS exhibited a similar average 
growth rate of LNSUA as the non- MetS males.

The results of the linear mixed- effects model in females 
are shown in table 4. The LNSUA level in females was 
significantly affected by time (p<0.0001) and state 
(p<0.05) but was not significantly affected by age. The 
average level of LNSUA at baseline was 5.4661 μmol/L 
for a 34 (the median of the baseline age)- year- old woman 
who did not develop MetS during the follow- up. The 
average level of LNSUA in females who developed MetS 
was 0.0380 μmol/L higher than that of the non- MetS 
females. The annual growth rate of LNSUA level in the 
non- MetS females was 0.0103 μmol/L on average. More-
over, the interaction between time and state was statis-
tically significant in the female model, so the annual 
growth rate of LNSUA in females who developed MetS 
was 0.0179 μmol/L greater than that of the non- MetS 
females.

Association between SuA dynamics and MetS
As we can see from table 5, the survival submodel in males 
showed that LNSUA-0 and age did not have a significant 
impact on the incidence of MetS (p>0.05). Furthermore, 
the association parameter α was not statistically signifi-
cant, which meant that there was no correlation between 
changes in LNSUA and MetS for males.
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Table 2 Baseline characteristics of male and female subjects according to the development of MetS

Male group Female group

MetS Non- MetS P value* MetS Non- MetS
P 
value*

Age (year) 40.0 (31.0 to 47.0) 39.0 (32.0 to 46.0) 0.799 32.0 (27.0 to 42.0) 34.0 (27.0 to 41.0) 0.617

SBP (mm 
Hg)

126.0 (117.0 to 133.0) 123.0 (115.0 to 130.0) 0.111 120.0 (110.0 to 127.0) 114.0 (107.0,122.0) <0.001

DBP (mm 
Hg)

76.0 (70.0,82.0) 74.0 (68.0 to 81.0) 0.111 73.0 (66.0 to 80.0) 70.0 (63.0 to 76.0) <0.001

BMI (kg/m2) 24.7 (23.3 to 25.9) 22.8 (21.0 to 24.2) <0.001 22.9 (20.6 to 24.6) 21.2 (19.8 to 22.9) <0.001

FPG 
(mmol/L)

5.4 (5.2 to 5.6) 5.4 (5.1 to 5.6) 0.059 5.2 (4.9 to 5.5) 5.2 (4.9 to 5.5) 0.463

TG (mmol/L) 1.2 (0.9 to 1.6） 1.0 (0.8 to 1.2） <0.001 0.9 (0.7 to 1.2） 0.8 (0.6 to 1.0） <0.001

HDL- C 
(mmol/L)

1.2 (1.0 to 1.3) 1.3 (1.1 to 1.5） <0.001 1.4 (1.2 to 1.5） 1.5 (1.3 to 1.7） <0.001

SUA 
(μmol/L)

345.5 (308.3 to 383.8) 334.0 (301.0 to 372.0） 0.060 249.0 (220.5 to 283.5） 241.0 (209.0 to 273.0） 0.023

Data are median (P25, P75).
*P value was determined by the Wilcoxon rank sum test between the MetS group and the non- MetS group in males or females.
BMI, body mass index; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; FPG, fasting plasma glucose; HDL- C, high- density lipoprotein cholesterol; MetS, metabolic 
syndrome; SBP, systolic blood pressure; SUA, serum uric acid; TG, triglycerides.

Figure 1 Changes in the trend of average level of SUA 
during follow- up in male and female according to the 
development of MetS. MetS, metabolic syndrome; SUA, 
serum uric acid.

Table 3 Dynamic changes in LNSUA by linear mixed- 
effects model in the male group

Variable Β SE Z value P value

Intercept 5.7943 0.0078 743.3294 <0.0001

Time 0.0123 0.0019 6.5353 <0.0001

Age −0.0009 0.0008 −1.0541 0.2923

State 0.0235 0.0173 1.3571 0.1753

Time:age 0.0001 0.0002 0.3889 0.6974

Time:state 0.0080 0.0049 1.6592 0.0973

Age:state 0.0002 0.0017 0.1150 0.9085

 
 σb00  

0.1416

 σb10 0.0156

 ε 0.0953

LNSUA, natural logarithm of serum uric acid.

In table 6, similarly, the survival submodel in females 
showed that LNSUA-0 and age did not have a significant 
impact on the incidence of MetS (p>0.05). However, the 
association parameter α was statistically significant, which 
indicated a strong positive association between longitu-
dinal increments in LNSUA and the risk of developing 
MetS for females. The results implied that a 1- unit longi-
tudinal increment in LNSUA represented a 13.2580- fold 
(95% CI 1.9106 to 91.9957) increase in the risk of MetS 
for females.

Table 7 shows the HRs of MetS that correspond to 
different longitudinal increments in SUA for different 
SUA baseline values in females. For instance, consid-
ering the estimated parameter α=13.2580 in the survival 
submodel, a 5- unit increase in SUA over the baseline 
SUA value of 100, 200, 300, 360 or 420 represented a 

1.1344- fold, 1.0659- fold, 1.0436- fold, 1.0363- fold or 
1.0311- fold increase in the HR of MetS, respectively. 
Therefore, for a particular unit increment in SUA, there 
was a larger impact on MetS risk when starting from a 
lower baseline SUA level. Increments of 30%, 50% or 
80% from a 100 μmol/L baseline SUA resulted in a 
HR of approximately 1.9701, 2.8518 or 4.5685, respec-
tively. However, for the same percentage increments in 
SUA, the HRs were the same across different baseline 
SUA values. In conclusion, for females, the greater the 
dynamic increment in SUA, the greater the incidence 
risk of developing MetS, regardless of the baseline SUA 
level.
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Table 4 Dynamic changes in LNSUA by the linear mixed- 
effects model in the female group

Variable Β SE Z value P value

Intercept 5.4661 0.0048 1146.9063 <0.0001

Time 0.0103 0.0012 8.9604 <0.0001

Age −0.0009 0.0005 −1.6645 0.0962

State 0.0380 0.0156 2.4427 0.0147

Time:age 0.0001 0.0001 0.7830 0.4337

Time:state 0.0179 0.0043 4.1784 <0.0001

age:state 0.0016 0.0016 1.0495 0.2941

 σb00  0.1553

 σb10 0.0118

 ε 0.1303

LNSUA, natural logarithm of serum uric acid.

Table 5 The association between longitudinal LNSUA values and the incidence of MetS in the male group by JMLS

Variable Β SE Z value P value RR RR 95% CI

Longitudinal submodel fixed effects

Intercept 5.7991 0.0071 829.3699 <0.0001

Time 0.0137 0.0026 5.3395 <0.0001

Age −0.0008 0.0008 −1.0471 0.2951

Time:age −0.0001 0.0003 −0.2265 0.8208

Random effects

 
 σb00  

0.1396

 σb10 0.0186

 ε 0.0952

Survival submodel

LNSUA-0 −0.9794 1.2955 −0.7560 0.4496 0.3755 (0.0296 to 4.7575）
Age 0.0057 0.0109 0.5205 0.6027 1.0057 (0.9844 to 1.0274）
 α 1.9809 1.4657 1.3515 0.1765 7.2493 (0.4099 to 128.2113）

JMLS, joint modelling of longitudinal and survival; LNSUA, natural logarithm of serum uric acid; MetS, metabolic syndrome; RR, risk ratio.

DISCuSSIOn
In this longitudinal study of MetS- free subjects with 
normal SUA level initially, we explored the characteris-
tics of longitudinal changes in SUA level and the effect 
of longitudinal changes in SUA level on the incidence of 
MetS for each sex. The LNSUA level in females exhibited 
a gradually increasing trend, and the annual growth rate 
of LNSUA in females who developed MetS was greater 
than that of the non- MetS females. Moreover, the longitu-
dinal growth of SUA in females was a risk factor for new 
onset of MetS. The same was not true males. The males 
who developed MetS showed a similar annual growth 
rate of LNSUA as the non- MetS males. Furthermore, an 
association between the longitudinal growth of SUA and 
MetS in males was not found. These new findings, which 

were not available from previous traditional research, 
could provide new insights into the risks of MetS and lay 
a foundation for future studies.

UA is the end catabolic product of purine from 
exogenous dietetic compounds as well as endogenous 
purine, and the SUA level results from the equilib-
rium between its generation, mainly in the liver, and 
its elimination, mostly through the kidneys.28 Theoret-
ically, the individual SUA level keeps relatively stable 
due to the balance of production and excretion of UA 
under normal conditions. However, the individual SUA 
level may be elevated by various factors, such as dietary 
intake of high- purine foods, drinking alcohol and other 
unhealthy lifestyles.22 At the same time, renal hypofunc-
tion and various metabolic disorders that come with age 
can increase the UA produced by liver cells. As our results 
showed, the LNSUA level of both non- MetS male and 
female individuals presented a slowly increasing trend 
year by year during the follow- up, which illustrated that 
the SUA levels of healthy individuals, which are affected 
by various factors that are very difficult to determine, 
such as diet, genetics and environmental factors,29 are 
not constant. Thus, longitudinal measurements of SUA 
for an individual more truly reflect the situation of 
metabolism than one measurement. Furthermore, we 
found that the annual growth rate of LNSUA in females 
who developed MetS was greater than that of the non- 
MetS females in the linear mixed- effects model. That 
is, LNSUA increased faster year by year in females who 
developed MetS than non- MetS females. We can specu-
late that before the occurrence of MetS in females, the 
continuous growth of SUA due to various reasons could 
lead to excess accumulation of SUA that can further 
lead to vascular endothelial dysfunction, inflammation, 
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Table 6 The association between longitudinal LNSUA values and the incidence of MetS in the female group by JMLS

Variable Β SE Z value P value RR RR 95% CI

Longitudinal submodel fixed effects

Intercept 5.4702 0.0046 1190.0323 <0.0001

Time 0.0109 0.0016 6.8320 <0.0001

Age −0.0005 0.0005 −0.9702 0.3320

Time:age −0.0001 0.0002 −0.5320 0.5947

Random effects

 σb00  0.1540

 σb10 0.0149

 ε 0.1284

Survival submodel

LNSUA-0 −0.7584 0.7600 −0.9979 0.3183 0.4684 (0.1056 to 2.0777）
Age −0.0119 0.0091 −1.3066 0.1913 0.9882 (0.9706 to 1.0060）
 α 2.5846 0.9884 2.6150 0.0089 13.2580 (1.9106 to 91.9957）

JMLS, joint modelling of longitudinal and survival; LNSUA, natural logarithm of serum uric acid; MetS, metabolic syndrome; RR, risk ratio.

Table 7 Estimated HRs of MetS for different longitudinal increases in SUA at specific SUA baseline levels for women under 
JMLS

Increment of SUA

SUA baseline level (μmol/L)

100 200 300 360 420

5 units 1.1344 1.0659 1.0436 1.0363 1.0311

10 units 1.2793 1.1344 1.0884 1.0734 1.0627

15 units 1.4351 1.2055 1.1344 1.1113 1.0949

100 units 5.9985 2.8518 2.1034 1.8843 1.7367

30% 1.9701 1.9701 1.9701 1.9701 1.9701

50% 2.8518 2.8518 2.8518 2.8518 2.8518

80% 4.5685 4.5685 4.5685 4.5685 4.5685

JMLS, joint modelling of longitudinal and survival; MetS, metabolic syndrome; SUA, serum uric acid.

nitric oxide production impairment and atheroscle-
rosis,30 ultimately resulting in the occurrence of MetS. 
All of the above hint that longitudinal increases in SUA 
in a female individual could be a precursor or a predic-
tive biomarker of the incidence of MetS.

Moreover, in the JMLS, the association parameter α 
presented a strong positive association between longitu-
dinal increments in LNSUA and the risk of developing 
MetS for women, and a 1- unit longitudinal increment 
in LNSUA led to a 13.2580- fold risk of MetS for females. 
One other point worth emphasising was that the base-
line LNSUA was not significant when considering the 
effects of longitudinal increments in LNSUA level on 
MetS in the JMLS for females. This demonstrated that 
the effect generated by longitudinal increments of SUA 
on the occurrence of MetS was greater than that gener-
ated by baseline SUA in females. As we can see from 
table 7, a 50% increase in SUA over time for a female 
individual compared with its baseline level represented 

a 2.8518- fold increased risk of MetS. This result means 
that the greater the increase in the SUA level, the 
greater the occurrence risk of MetS for a female indi-
vidual, regardless of what her SUA level at baseline is 
(even the level within normal reference range (≤360 
μmol/L)).

Unlike in females, the annual growth rate of LNSUA 
in males who developed MetS was similar to that of 
the non- MetS males in the linear mixed- effects model. 
Interestingly, neither the baseline LNSUA level nor the 
longitudinal increment in LNSUA presented significant 
effects on the occurrence of MetS in the JMLS in males. 
This means that SUA for a male individual could not 
predict the incidence of MetS. In short, our findings by 
a novel powerful method, JMLS, based on a follow- up 
study, indicated that the longitudinal increment in 
SUA could predict the risk of MetS only in females. 
Our findings are consistent with some previous studies, 
for instance, by Yang et al16 and by Obeidat et al.19 A 
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possible mechanism of sex differences in the relation-
ship between SUA level and MetS is possibly due to its 
effects on the kidneys, and the interaction between 
oestrogen and other hormones has been suggested as a 
possible cause for sex differences.31

To date, there is no consensus on whether there is 
a sex difference in the association between SUA and 
MetS or its components.15–20 The diverse results may be 
ascribed to different ethnicities, sample sizes, covariates 
included, research designs and statistical models in the 
studies. Nonetheless, our findings are more realistic 
because they came from a joint model for longitudinal 
measurements of SUA and survival time to MetS, which is 
more advanced than traditional prediction models such 
as the Cox model.32 As discussed previously, the SUA 
level of the individuals exhibited a trajectory of growth 
during the follow- up, especially in females before the 
occurrence of MetS. However, the Cox model, a kind of 
static model, includes only the baseline variables but not 
the longitudinal history, so such a model cannot clearly 
reveal how the strength of the association between SUA 
and MetS varies over time. Instead, for prediction in 
the longitudinal context, JMLS, a dynamic prediction 
model, is able to incorporate in the model the most 
recent clinical history, such as the longitudinal changes 
in biomarkers and the incidence of a certain event. 
From a statistical perspective, JMLS in this study fully 
considered the longitudinal increments in SUA, the 
association of repeated measurements and the random 
effects among individuals.23 These are considerations 
the traditional analysis could not have achieved.

From the perspective of prevention, our findings 
benefit from discovering the signs of metabolic abnor-
malities as soon as possible. Because longitudinal 
increments in SUA are more potent predictors for the 
occurrence of MetS in females than the baseline SUA 
level, female individuals and their primary care physi-
cians should pay more attention to dynamic changes in 
SUA during continuous years of physical examinations 
instead of only focusing on the measurement of SUA 
at one specific point in time. That is, when SUA levels 
for a female present a certain longitudinal increasing 
trend over time, even if the levels are within the normal 
reference range, the trend may herald a metabolism 
disturbance in the body and an increased risk of MetS. 
At this point, the primary care physician should help 
the woman take some measures (such as avoiding the 
intake of high- purine foods, exercising frequently) to 
contain the increasing trend of SUA and keep its levels 
stable to reduce the risk of MetS.

Several strengths of this study deserve comment. 
This was a longitudinal study that monitored the SUA 
levels longitudinally before the occurrence of MetS and 
applied a dynamic statistical model, so our study allows 
us to completely and accurately quantify the predictive 
effects of changes in SUA over time on the risk of devel-
oping MetS. Moreover, our findings are beneficial for 
identifying asymptomatic individuals at high risk for 

MetS and may guide the planning and implementation 
of interventions for early prevention, detection, and 
even treatment.

However, there were still some limitations in this 
study. First, the subjects were only from a certain health 
check- up centre, and the sample size was not large 
enough, especially the male group. In addition, those 
younger than 40 at baseline made up a large proportion 
(51.8% in men, 66.5% in women). These points are 
likely to limit generalisation of our results to the general 
population. Second, 37.0% of the subjects underwent 
three or more follow- up visits in the study. The accu-
racy of the results may have decreased due to the short 
follow- up period. Third, we only saw the linearly varying 
trend of SUA over time because the follow- up time was 
not long enough. With longer follow- up, the longitu-
dinal trajectory of SUA may be fitted by a more complex 
model and presented more clearly. Finally, the present 
study did not collect sufficient information on medi-
cation use, dietary habits and other lifestyle factors, so 
there was no discussion of the other factors that could 
lead to the changes in SUA levels, except for baseline 
age and sex. Since the present study only emphasised 
the predictive effects of changes in SUA over time 
on the risk of developing MetS, these factors would 
unlikely account for all of the observed relationship 
between SUA and MetS. Further studies should have a 
larger sample size and a relatively long follow- up period 
to further validate the predictive effect of changes in 
SUA over time on the risk of developing MetS and its 
sex difference.

In conclusion, the longitudinal increase in SUA level 
in female individuals over time will increase the rela-
tive risk of MetS. Even if the SUA value changes within 
the normal range, it will still increase the relative risk 
of MetS. However, the longitudinal increase in SUA 
value in male individuals is not a predictive factor for 
MetS. Therefore, the dynamic changes in individual 
SUA levels for many years should be monitored, and 
early intervention should be carried out to maintain 
the stability of SUA levels and to effectively prevent the 
occurrence of MetS, especially in women.
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